
FINISHING WALK-BEHIND TROWELS: PROFESSIONAL // PRO SERIES

PRO436TC
Brand new to our 
Pro-Series of walkers 
is the Pro436TC. The 
Pro436TC is equipped 
with a variable speed 
torque converter 
clutch in place of the 
standard weighted 
centrifugal clutch. 
The Pro436TC is 
the fastest 36” walk-
behind trowel, which 
provides contractors 
a much wider range 
of rotor speeds and 
torque.

Scan this QR code to learn more 
details about this product.
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Fine pitch handles use a twist action to 
control blade pitch from flat to 28º and 

anything in between.  

Rapid pitch handles use a ratcheting action to 
provide easy adjustment with the push or pull 

of a lever.  
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SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS PRO436TC

ENGINE Honda GX270 (270 cc)

HORSEPOWER CLASS 9 hp (6.7 kW)

FUEL TYPE Gasoline

ROTOR DIAMETER
36 in (91 cm) 

4-blades

MAXIMUM ROTOR SPEED 180 rpm

TROWEL ARMS & SPIDER Standard Duty

WEIGHT 227 lb (103 kg)

DIMENSIONS 
(L X W X H)

72 X 38 X 36 in
(182.8 X 96.5 X 91.4 cm)

PART NO. MODEL NO. DESCRIPTION

072820 TWPC4369F
PRO436TC - 9 hp class engine, torque convertor clutch, fine blade pitch handle, stationary guard ring, 

heavy-duty trowel arms, lift hook

072825 TWPC4369P
PRO436TC - 9 hp class engine, torque convertor clutch, rapid blade pitch handle, stationary guard ring, 

heavy-duty trowel arms, lift hook

PART NO. MODEL NO. HANDLE OPTIONS

063975 TWPHF-L Fine pitch handle w/ carry bar & handle pad for PRO Walkers, 33 lb (15 kg)

070300 TWPHR-L Rapid pitch handle w/ carry bar & handle pad for PRO Walkers, 33 lb (15 kg)




